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Abstract. We present a detailed analysis of the process
e p ~ ? v X as a means of studying the gauge structure of the
WW7 vertex. We find that the differential cross section of
high Pr photons offers a sensitive measure of anomalous
WW7 couplings. At HERA (x/s= 314 GeV), after several
years of running, the WW7 vertex can be measured to
~/s --2.0+2"9and 6 ) ~~- -2.5+3~(95% C.L.) which offers an improvement over existing constraints from direct measurements using associated W7 production in/Sp collisions but
is less sensitive than the competing process at HERA,
e p ~ e W X . For a higher energy ep collider, L E P - L H C
(x/s= 1.3 YeV), the WW7 vertex can be measured to
6K.~--- _+0.4 and 62~_
~ _+0.1 at 95% C.L. which is more
sensitive to 2~ than the process e + e - ~ W + W - at the
LEP200 e+e - collider and is comparable to the LEP200
sensitivity to ~ . These values are also roughly comparable to the competing process e p ~ e W X at L E P - L H C and
to what is expected from associated 7 W production at the
LHC and SSC for ~c~but they are about half as sensitive to
)~ as the LHC and SSC.

1 Introduction
Although the Standard Model of the electroweak interactions [1] is consistent with all experimental measurements
[2] there is a growing consensus that it is an effective low
energy limit of a deeper, more fundamental theory [3].
One probe for physics beyond the standard model is
precision measurements of the standard model [4]. The
fermion-gauge boson couplings of the theory are being
tested to ever increasing precision at the LEP e+e - collider [-5] and elsewhere both at tree level and via higher
loop radiative corrections [4]. However, the gauge boson
couplings, and hence the non-Abelian nature of the standard model, have yet to be subjected to rigorous direct
experimental tests. Measuring the WW~, and W W Z ~
couplings is one of the primary objectives of the LEP200
e+e - collider ( x ~ = 2 0 0 GeV) which will study W-boson

pair production in the process e + e - ~ W + W - [6 9].
A drawback of this process is that both the W W 7 and
W W Z ~ vertices contribute roughly equally so that only
a linear combination of the two will effectively be measured. It is therefore important that independent measurements of these couplings be made which will complement
the LEP200 analysis.
In the near future, possibilities for measuring the
trilinear gauge boson vertex are associative W7 production at hadron colliders [9-12] and single W production
in ep colliders [13-16]. These have been examined elsewhere. In this paper we consider the hitherto ignored
process e p ~ v v X [17] to see whether the W W v vertex can
be measured with sufficient precision to be competitive
with other processes.
The ep colliders we consider [18] are the HERA ep
collider at DESY [19], 30GeV electrons on 820GeV
protons, xfss_~314 GeV, with luminosity of 1.5 •
1031 c m - 1 S - a , yielding ~ 200 pb-a/year, a hypothetical
HERA upgrade with 35 GeV electrons on 1200 GeV protons, x/s~-410 GeV, (HERA' with the same luminosity as
HERA), and for ep colliders in the LEP tunnel [20] with
50 GeV electrons on 8 TeV protons, x / ~ _~ 1.3 TeV, with
Ar = 1032 c m - 1 s - 1 yielding 1000 p b - 1/year, LEP-LHC,
and 100 GeV electrons on 8 TeV protons, x / ~ 1.8 TeV,
with 5('= 1031 cm -1 s -1 yielding 100 pb-1/year, LEP2LHC. We find that this process's sensitivity to anomalous
couplings is less than half as sensitive as the single W production process e p ~ e W X at HERA and is roughly comparable to the single W production process at
a LEP x LHC ep collider.

2 The trilinear vector boson couplings
Within the Standard Model the WW7 vertex is uniquely
determined by SU(2)L x U(1) gauge invariance so that
a precise measurement of the vertex poses a severe test of
the gauge structure of the theory. The most general WW7
vertex, consistent with Lorentz invariance, can be parametrized in terms of seven form factors when the
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W bosons couple to essentially massless fermions which
effectively results in 8, Wu= 0 [6, 21]. For on shell photons electromagnetic gauge invariance further restricts the
tensor structure of the WWy vertex to allow only four free
parameters, two of which violate CP invariance. Measurement of the neutron electron dipole moment constrains
the two CP violating parameters, ~ and ~ , to values
smaller than gives rise to observable effects in the process
we are considering; I~ l, I~1< (9(10-4) [22, 23]. Therefore,
the most general Lorentz and CP invariant vertex compatible with electromagnetic gauge invariance is commonly parametrized as [6, 21]:
5~ WW7 = - ie t ( Wt"~W~'A~ - W~ A~ W u~) + ~c~W*u w~FUr

+~

w1. W~F~ ,

(1)

where A" and W" are the photon and W- fields,
Wu~=8. W~-~?~W~ and F . ~ = 8 . A ~ - 8 ~ A u denote the
W and photon field strength tensors, and Mw is the
W boson mass. Higher dimension operators correspond
to momentum dependence in the form factors. The first
term, referred to as the minimal coupling term, simply
reflects the charge of the W. The Feynman rule for the
WW7 vertex resulting from (1) is given by:
ie {g~ [ ( 1 - 2 k _ "q)k +u-(1 - ~k + " q)k_~]
- g~ [(1 -.~k_ "q)k+p-Oc- )'~k+ "k_)q~]

becomes important and n is chosen as the minimum value
compatible with unitarity [6]. Since one expects that the
scale of new physics is of the order of 1 TeV, for the
energies we are considering it is not unreasonable to
ignore the momentum dependence of the form factors.

3 Calculations and results

The Feynman diagrams contributing to the parton level
cross section for e - p ~ T v X are given in Fig. 2, The WW7
vertex we are interested in contributes via diagram 2a. To
preserve electromagnetic gauge invariance and to properly take into account the possible background processes
our calculation includes all the patton level diagrams of
Fig. 2 for arbitrary values of ~c~ and 2~. To evaluate the
cross section and distributions we used the C A L K U L
helicity amplitude technique [25] to obtain expressions
for the matrix elements. The C A L K U L method is summarized in the Appendix where we also write down the
helicity amplitudes corresponding to the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2. Monte Carlo integration techniques are
then used to perform the phase space integrals [26]. For
the structure functions we used Duke-Owens set 1 [27]
with the scale, Q2, given by the four momentum transfer of
the scattered quark, Q2= _(pq_pq,)2 where pq(pq,) is the
four momentum of the initial (final) state quarks. With our
cuts, the constraint Q2 > 4 GeV 2 is automatically fulfilled.
We included u and c quarks and d and s antiquarks in our

-g~u[ (tr 2k_ . k+)q~- (1 - f.k + "q)k_~]
+,~(k +uk_~q~- k_uq, k+~)},

(2)

with the notation and conventions given in Fig. 1 and
where ~ = 2/M 2. The free parameters ~c~and 2~ are related
to the anomalous magnetic dipole moment Pw and the
electric quadrupole moment Qw of the W by
e
pw=2~-~w(1 +K,+2,),

e
Qw=~ww(Z,-tr

e-

/-"e

~-

")'

(3)

At tree level the Standard Model predicts tcr = 1 and 2~ = 0.
Deviations from the Standard Model lead to amplitudes which grow with energy and therefore violate
unitarity at high energy [24]. To avoid violation of the
unitarity bound, one should include a momentum dependence in the form factors which vanishes when the
square of the four momentum of one of the vector bosons
becomes large, which might take the form (1 +s/A2) -"
where A represents the scale at which new physics
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Fig. 1. The Feynman Diagram for the WW7 corresponding to the
Feynman rule of (1)
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Fig. 2a~l. Feynman diagrams for the parton level processes contributing to ep~v?X
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calculations. Thus the matrix element squared is given by
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The signal consists of a high transverse momentum
(Pr) photon, large missing transverse momentum (/~r) due
to the neutrino and a jet due to the scattered quark from
the beam proton. We do not include fragmentation and
hadronization effects and identify the hadron jet momentum with that of the scattered quark. Therefore, the
signal we are considering is:
(5)

We require that for the observed photon and jet
7.5~
jet<170 ~ with respect to the proton direction
which is appropriate to the ZEUS detector [18, 28] at
HERA.* The angular cut also has the benefit of reducing
the bremstrahlung photons collinear to the incoming fermions which dominate the cross section and obscure the
diagram we wish to study. In order to roughly simulate
detector response we impose additional cuts on Pr~, Prjet,
and ~r. The signal at low Pr is insensitive to the WW7
vertex so no sensitivity is lost by imposing these cuts.
Because the low Pr~ region is insensitive to the WW7
vertex it will be useful in providing a normalization of the
cross sections. In addition, we impose an isolation cut on
the photon and jet of
R = [(A/~)2 + (A (]~)2] 1/2 > 0.5,

where t/is the rapidity and q~ is the azimuthal angle. This
eliminates the problem of misidentifying n~ in the hadron jet as photons and has the additional benefit of eliminating uninteresting contributions from final state bremstrahlung. With the cuts PTy, prj,t>5GeV, and ~T >
10GeV but no angular cuts, we show in Fig. 3 the
e-p~7 + ~ r +jet cross section, calculated in the center of
mass frame, as a function of x/s for several values of
anomalous couplings. With these cuts the Standard
Model values for a(e-p~Ve7 X) are ~0.74 pb for HERA,
1.2 pb for HERA', ,-~5.5 pb for LEP-LHC, and ,-~8.3 pb
for LEP2-LHC. If we calculate the cross section in the

* Strictly speaking this corresponds to the central tracking region.
The electromagnetic calorimetry and hadron calorimetry gives
slightly larger angular coverage but this will not affect our results
and conclusions [18, 28]
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where the subscript, L or R is the helicity of the outgoing
photon, the quark (antiquark) momentum, pq(pq) is the
fraction x of the proton momentum, and the helicity
amplitudes are given in the Appendix. For our numerical
results we take c~= 1/137, M w = 8 0 GeV, Fw=2.0 GeV,
and sin a Ow= 0.23.
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Fig. 3. The cross section a(ep~vyX) as a function of the center of
mass energy with the kinematic cuts described in the text. The solid
line is for the Standard Model, the long dashed line for K~=0 and
2~=0, and the short dashed line for K7 = 1 and 2~ = 1

respective lab frames and include the angular cuts we find
a~0.64 pb and ~0.98 pb for HERA and HERA' respectively. For LEP-LHC and LEP2-LHC we use Pry, Prier>
10GeV, and ~r
and obtain cr~l.6pb and
~ 2.8 pb respectively.
The Pry distributions for HERA and LEP-LHC, for
several values of ~c~ and 2y, are shown in Fig. 4a and b
respectively. These distributions were evaluated in the
laboratory frame with the cuts Pry, prjet>5GeV,
/~r > 10 GeV for HERA (and HERA' in what follows) and
Pry, prj~t>10GeV, /~r>20GeV for LEP-LHC (and
LEP200-LHC in what follows) to roughly simulate detector response. We used the angular cuts and isolation
cut on the photon and jet described in the previous paragraph. Anomalous WW7 couplings lead to an enhanced
event rate at large values of the photon momentum.
Terms proportional to 2y grow much faster than ~cyterms
with Pry, p2/M2 vs x / ~ / M w , with p the 4-momentum
flowing through the legs in the vertex, which is apparent at
large Pry. An advantage of ep---,vvX over ep ~ e WX is that
one doesn't have the problem of misinterpreting
variations toy as normalization errors that one has to deal
with in single Wproduction in ep [14-16]. At small values
of Pry, anomalous values of toy produce larger deviations
from the Standard Model than equal values of 2y while at
large Pry the cross section is far more sensitive to
variations in 2y than ~cy.Because the cross section is much
smaller at large values of Pry, at HERA the reaction has
roughly the same sensitivity to anomalous values of 2y and
~c~.However, if deviations were observed, the shape of the
Pr~ distribution would be important for unravelling the
nature of the anomalous coupling. In any case it would
take a relatively large deviation in toy or 2~ to produce
a measurable effect in ep~vTX at HERA. In contrast,
since LEP-LHC probes a higher energy scale, it turns out
that the reaction is more sensitive to 2y than ~cyalthough
both can be measured to considerably higher accuracy
than at HERA.
To quantify the sensitivity of the Pr~ spectrum to
anomalous WW7 couplings we consider the values of ~cy
and 2y that give rise to deviations from the Standard
Model at the 68%, 90%, and 95% confidence level. To
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Fig. 4a, b. The transverse momentum distribution
for the photon in the process ep~vTX, a For
HERA, the solid line represents the Standard
Model, the long dashed line is for ~c~= 2 and 2~= 0,
the medium dashed line is for K~= 1, and 2r = - 2,
and the short dashed line is for 2~=4 and K~= 1.
b For LEP-LHC the solid line represents the Standard Model, the long dashed line is for t%= 2 and
2~=0, the medium dashed line is for Kr=l and
2~=-0.5, and the short dashed line is for
2r= +0.5 and ;%=1. Small irregularities in the
curves are due to the statistical nature of the
Monte Carlo integration technique
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find these bounds the cross section measurement and
several kinematic distributions were considered with the
most sensitive measurement being the transverse momentum distribution of the photon. We examined several
different strategies to quantify the deviations of the
Pry distributions between the Standard Model and different values of K.; and ).y. For example, one approach was to
divide the Pry distribution into bins and calculate the X2
with respect to the Standard Model. Another approach
was to consider the statistical significance of deviations
using the integrated cross section while varying prr(min),
the lower limit of integration. In Fig. 5 we show the
integrated cross section above a minimum transverse momentum cutoff PTmin for the photon for H E R A and LEPLHC. Since dividing the PTy distribution into bins increased the number of degrees of freedom in the fit, using
the integrated cross section with an optimized pTe(min)
resulted in the largest statistical significance and hence the
most sensitivity to anomalous couplings. However, if discrepancies were observed studying the Pry distribution via
binning would be crucial to understanding whether the
discrepancy is due to deviations in x~ or Z~.
In Fig. 6 we show the values of Kr and 2r that would
produce deviations at 68%, 90%, and 95% C.L. obtained
by dividing Pry into 3 bins. For H E R A the Prr bins used

were 20 40, 40-60 and > 6 0 GeV; for H E R A ' 20-50,
50-80, and > 8 0 G e V ; for L E P - L H C 25-100, 100-175,
and > 175 GeV; and for L E P 2 - L H C 30-100, 100-175,
> 175 GeV. The results for the H E R A and H E R A ' colliders, assuming 1000 pb -1 integrated luminosity which
represents several years of running, are shown in Fig. 6a
and b and for the L E P - L H C and L E P 2 - L H C colliders
assuming 5000 p b - 1 and 500 p b - 1 integrated luminosity
respectively are shown in Fig. 6c and d. In Fig. 7 we show
the bounds obtained using the integrated cross section
with the lower bound of integration, PTmin, optimized to
maximize the sensitivity using the same integrated luminosities as above. For comparison with other analysis, we
give in Table 1 the 95% C.L. limits varying one parameter
at a time. We caution the reader that these numbers can be
misleading as cancellations between the different anomalous couplings can conspire to give a prediction in apparent agreement with the Standard Model.
At H E R A the process ep-*?vX will improve the present limit on 6K~ obtained from the measurement of associated 7W production by the UA2 experiment at the
C E R N pp collider where it was found - 3.5 < xy < 5.9 and
- 3 . 6 < 2 ~ < 3 . 5 at 95% C.L. [29]. The limits obtained
from the Tevatron are unsettled at present, with two
theory analysis finding significantly different limits
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Fig. 6a~t. Confidence level contours for consistency with the Standard Model as a function of ~ and 2~ based on binning the
Prr distribution into 3 bins with the binning described in the text.
The solid line represents the 68% C.L. contours, the dashed line the
900 C.L. contours, and the dotted lines the 95% C.L. contours.
a HERA for L = 1000 pb-~. b HERA' for L= 1000 pb-t. c LEPLHC for L = 5000 pb- 1 and d LEP2-LHC for L = 500 pb- 1

Fig. 7a~l. Confidence level contours for consistency with the Standard Model as a function of % and 2r based on the integrated
Prr distribution with prT(min), the lower limit integration, chosen to
optimize the sensitivity to deviations from the Standard Model. The
line labelling is the same as in Fig. 6. a HERA for L = 1000 pb- ~.
b HERA' for L=1000pb-L e LEP-LHC for L=5000pb -~ and
d LEP2-LHC for L = 500 pb-1

Table 1. 95% confidence limit bounds on % and 2~ found by varying
one parameter at a time. The rows labelled Prmin are based on the
integrated cross section with the lower bound of integration chosen
to maximize the statistical significance of deviations as described in
the text and the rows labelled binning are based on the Prr distributions with the binnings and integrated luminosities described in
the text

Tevatron with L = 100 p b - 1 of [6K~[-~ 1.4 and [62~1-~0.47
at 90% C.L. [12] would be better than the H E R A limits
from the process ep--*v?X. M o r e o v e r e p ~ v ? X is significantly le.ss sensitive to a n o m a l o u s couplings as the process
e p ~ e W X where 16K~]=0.5 and 162~1= 1.2 at 90% C.L.
[15]. This reflects the fact that although a ( e p ~ ? v X ) ,
with the cuts we used, is larger than the a(ep--,e W X ) cross
section, the cross section is dominated by uninteresting
bremstrahlung p h o t o n s while the contributions we are
interested in come from the high PT~, lOW cross section
region of the PTr distribution. The situation at the hypothetical H E R A ' collider offers some improvement, with
the sensitivity to xr roughly comparable to the upgraded
Tevatron, but the sensitivity to 2y is still much less than
can be achieved at the upgraded Tevatron.
At the L E P - L H C ep collider the measurement of high
PT photons turns out to be roughly as sensitive to deviations in % as can be achieved in e + e - ~ W + W - at
L E P 2 0 0 where [6K~[~0.3 but is more sensitive to deviations in 2~ than the L E P 2 0 0 expectations of 1~2~1-~0.4
[6 9]. However, associated 7 W production at the SSC or
L H C is more sensitive to a n o m a l o u s couplings. At the
SSC the sensitivities are I&crl-~0.26 and 162r1~0.04 at
99.99% C.L. [-30, 31]. C o m p a r i n g to competing processes
at L E P - L H C we find that e p ~ v T X is of comparable
sensitivity to % as the process e p ~ v W X where 13K712__0.3
[16] but at least twice as sensitive to 2r where 1c52~1---0.3
[16]. Finally, e p ~ v T X is of roughly comparable sensitivity to deviations in x~ and 2~ as the process e p ~ e W X at
L E P - L H C where [6Kr[~0.2 and 162~1---0.1 at 90% C.L.
[15]. Although the L E P 2 - L H C collider has higher center

Collider
HERA
PTmin
binning
HERA'
PTmin
binning

6Kr

62~

+ 2.9
-- 2.0

+ 3.0
-- 2.5

+ 3.4
-2,5

+ 3.5
--3.2

+ 1.9
-- 1.4

+ 1.5
-- 1.3

+ 2.3
1.8

+ 1.9
- 1.6

+ 0.42
--0.38

+ 0.13
--0.10

+ 0.43
-0.46

+ 0.16
-0.12

+ 0.70
--0.58

+ 0.13
--0.12

+ 0.76
-0.76

+ 0.17
-0.15

-

LEP-LHC
PTmin
binning
LEP2-LHC

PTmin
binning

[11, 12]. If we take the most optimistic limits, H E R A
would offer an improvement over the Tevatron result on
I&c~l""3 at 68% C.L. but not for 2~ with 16~l-~ 1.2 at 68%
C.L. [12]. The limits that are expected at an upgraded
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of mass energy, because it is expected to have lower
luminosity, the sensitivity to anomalous couplings will be
less than at a L E P - L H C ep collider.

4 Conclusions
We have examined the sensitivity of the process e p ~ v X
to anomalous WW7 couplings. We found that although at
the H E R A ep collider ep--*v7X offers an improvement
over existing direct measurements by the UA2 and C D F
iOp experiments, it is less sensitive than the competing
process at HERA; ep~eWX. At best it would offer an
independent consistency check of measurements derived
from other processes. In contrast, it appears that high
PT photon production at a L E P - L H C ep collider will offer
one of the more precise measurements of the WW? vertex
for processes considered thus far.

Note added. After the original submission of this paper the author
received a paper on the same subject by T. Helbig and H. Spiesberger [32]. The cross sections and distributions of the two papers are
in agreement. However the sensitivities of A~cand 2 differ slightly in
the two papers. We attribute this to the different approaches used to
measure the sensitivity to anomalous couplings.
Note added in proofi After resubmission another paper was received
on the same subject by Baur and Doucheski [33] whose results agree
with those of this paper.
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Appendix: the helicity amplitudes
In this Appendix, we outline the use of the C A L K U L
spinor technique and write down the helicity amplitudes
for the process ep~vyX. We do not go into great detail
and refer the interested reader to the literature and references therein [25]. We limit our discussion to massless
fermions and massless external gauge bosons which apply
to our problem. The propagators for the fermions and
gauge bosons have the same form as in the trace technique
so we will not discuss them here.
The spinor technique reduces strings of spinors and
g a m m a matrices to sandwiches of spinors which can be
evaluated easily. In doing so, one makes extensive use of
the left and right projection operators defined by
co+ =1(1 +-75). One defines two four-vectors, k~ and k~,
which obey the following relations:
k0"ko=0,

kl"kl =-1,

and basic spinors as:

u-(ko)Vt

(ko)= co-~o,

ko'kl=0,

and

u+(ko)=~lU-(ko).
Note that in the massless limit, one can use u and zi to
describe both particles and antiparticles, with the spin
sum ~'~u~(p)~x(p)=~. These two spinors are the building
blocks for any spinor of lightlike m o m e n t u m p:

{Ju- ~(ko)
uz(P)=xf2p.ko
Two identities are essential for the reduction of the strings;
the spin sum given above and the Chisholm identity:

u~(pl)Tuu~(P2)Tu= 2u~(p2)u~(pa)+2u- ~(pl)u- ~(p2),
where 2 is + 1 and represents the helicity state. These two
identities allow one to reduce strings of spinors and
g a m m a matrices to sandwiches of spinors. Only two of the
four possible sandwiches are non-zero:

s(pl, P2) ~ t/+ ( p l ) u -

(P2) = -- s(p2, Pl),

and
t(px, P2) = ~i_ (pl)u+ (P2)= s(p2, PI)*.
Once the amplitude has been reduced to a series of factors
of s(pi,p;) and t(pk,pl), the expressions can be evaluated
by computer. A judicious choice of the four-vectors k~ and
k~ simplifies the evaluation of the s and t terms. For our
calculation we follow [25], and use
x
y
Pi, u --(Pi0 ,Pi,Pi,PZ)

kg =(1, 1, 0, 0),

k~ = (0, 0, 1, 0),
to obtain

s(pl,pz)--(p]+ip])~

(p~+ip~)~~

p~

These forms are ideally suited for programming. When
dealing with several diagrams, one simply evaluates the
amplitudes of each diagram as complex numbers and
squares the sum of the amplitudes in order to obtain the
lamplitudel 2.
To include massless gauge bosons one represents, as
usual, the gauge boson by its polarization vector. Following Kleiss and Sterling we use the definition:

1

eu~-4x/~~

(tz(k)7Uu~(P)'

where p" is any lightlike four-vector not collinear to k" or
kg. The choice of pU acts as a choice of gauge and provides
a powerful verification of gauge invariance. Indeed, it can
be shown that two different choices of p" will lead to two
expressions that will differ by a term proportional to the
photon momentum. When dotted into the amplitude, this
extra term must vanish identically because of gauge invariance. Hence, two different choices of pU must give
exactly the same answer. If they don't, there is a mistake in
the amplitude. Generally, we choose pU to be one of the
four-vectors of the problem at hand.
Using this technique we obtain for the helicity amplitudes corresponding to the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2,
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with M~, =

M~/(4pT" k) ~/2,

M~ = - 2ieg 2 D(pe --

2 ~ , = 89

Dw(p,-pe)Dw(Pe--p~)

x t(pv, pa)s(pu, Pe)t(pe, p~) s(k, Pe),
MbR= -- 2ieg 2 D(pe-p~)Dw(p,-pa)

x {4t(p~, pe)s(pu,

Pe) [t(p~, p,) s(p,, k)

- t(p~, Pa) s(pa, k)] - 2 [(1 + to) +
x t(p,, pe) s(p., k) t(pv, p,) s(p,, pr

~(Pe

--

p~)2]

+ 2 [ ( 1 + K) + [(p.-pa)2-I

x t(p?, p~)S(pe, k) [t(pd, Pe)S(pe, p.)-- t(pa, p~)s(p~, p~)]
-- ~ It (p~, p,,)s(p~, k)-- t(p~, pa)s(pd, k)]
x [t(pd, pe)S(pr p.)-- t(pe, p.)s(p~, p.)] t(p~, p~)s(py, Pe)
+ ~ [t(p~, pr
k ) - t(p~, p~)s(pv, k)]
x It(p., p.)s(p~, Pe)-- t(p., pd)S(pd, pr t(pe, p.~)s(p~,p.)},
M~ = 89

x t(p~, Pd) [s(p,, Pc) t(pe, k)-- s(p,, p~) t(p~, k)] s(p~, Pe),
M~ = -- 2ieg 2 D (Pe - P~) Dw(pd-- P~)
X t(pv, Pd) s(pa, Pe) t(pe, P,) s(k, Pe),
2 ~ = - 2ieg 2 D (Pe P,~)Dw(p;- Pa)
--

x t(p~, pg) [s(pa, Pe) t(pe, k) -- s(pa, p,) t(pv, k)] s(p,, pr
~YL = 2iQ,eg 2 D (p, - p~) Dw(pr - P d
x t(pe, Pv) s(p~, p,) t(p,, p,) s(k, p,),
~I~R= 2iQ,eg 2 D (p, - p~) Dw(Pe - p~)
x t(pd, p~) [s(pr p,) t(p,, k ) - s(pe, p,~)t(p.,, k)] s(p,, p,),

2 Dw(p.-pa)Pw(Pe-p~)

x {4t(p.,

p~)Dw(p, - Pa)

pd)s(p., pe) [s(p~, p.) t(pu, k)

- s(p.~, Pd)t(pe, k)] - 2 [(1 + K) + ~(Pe-- p.)2] s(p.~, p.)

~7I~L= -- 2iQee92 D (Pal- P~)Dw(Pe - Pv)
x t(pd, p,) [s(k, Pal)t(p~, p~)- s(k; p,) t(p~, p~)] S(pe, pa),

X t(pd,k)t(p~,p~)s(p~,pe)+2[(1 + to)+ ~(p.--pe) 2]

-M~ = -- 2iQde9 2 D(pd-- py) Dw(Pe -

x s(p~, Pe) t(p~, k) [t(pa, Pe) S(pe, p.)-- t(pd, p~) s(p~, p.)]
-- ;[s(p~, p.)t(p., k)-- s(p~, pd) t(pd, k)]

MalL= 2iQde92 D(pe + p~)Dw(Pe-p~)

x [t(pd, pe)S(pe, p.)- t(pd, pOs(p., p.)] t(p., p~) s(p~, pr
+ ~[s(p~, p~)t(p~, k ) - s(p~, pv) t(p~, k)]

x t(pd, p~) Is(k, Pal)t(pd, pv) + s(k, p,) t(p,, p~)] S(pe, Pu),
M~ = 2iQdeg 2 D(pd + P~)Dw(P~-P,)

x [t(p~, p.)s(p., Pe)-- t(p~, Pal)S(pd,Pe)] t(Pa, Py)s(py, p.)},

x t(pd, k)s(p~, pa)t(pa, p~)S(pe, p,),
~leL = -- 2iQ,eg 2 D (p~ + p~)Dw(Pe - p,)

-~PL= 89ieg2 Dw(p~- pa) Dw(pe- pd
x {4t(p~, p~)s(pa, pr

[t(p;, p~) s(pe, k)

- t(p~, p.)s(p., k)] - 2 [(1 + K)+ ~(pr

x t(py,pj)s(pa, k)t(p~,p~)s(p~,pe)+2[(1 +~)
+ ~(Pd-- p~)2] t(p.~, p~)S(pe, k) [t(py, Pe)s(pr p~)
- t( p~, p~) s (p~, p~)] - 7~[t (p.~, p~) s (p~, k)

-- t(p.~, pa)s(pa, k)] [t(pd, p~)s(p~, pa)
- t(pj, p.)s(p~, p~)] t(p~, p~) s(p.~, p~)

P~)
x t (p~, k) s (p,, pr t (p;, p~) s(pr p~),

x t(p~, p,)S(pe, Pa)t(pa, p~)s(k, Pa),
M~ = -- 2iQ,e92 D(p~ +p~)Dw(p~-p,)
x t(p~, p~) [S(pe, pa)t(pa, k) + s(p~, p,)t(p~, k)] s(p~, pa),
where the p r o p a g a t o r factors are defined by D(p)=p -2
and Dw(p)=(p2-m~v) -~ and Q , = + 2 and Qd= - 89 The
subscript refers to the helicity of the photon. The fourm o m e n t a Pe, P,, Pal, P~, PT' Pa, and p~ are defined in Fig. 2.

+ ~ [t(p.~, p~)s(pe, k ) - t(p.~, p~)s(p~, k)]
x It (p., Pal)s(pj, Pe)-- t(p~, p~)s(pa, Pe)] t(pd, P~)s(p~, Pa)},

~a = 89iea2 Dw(pa- pa) D w(P~- P.)
x {4t(pv, pj) s(pa, p~) [s(p.~, pj)

t(pd, k)

-s(p.~,pa)t(p.,k)]-2[(1 + to) + ~ ( p ~ - p.) 2]
x s(p~, p~)t(pd, k)t(p~, p~)s(p.~, p~)
+ 2 [ ( 1 + ~) + ~ ( p j _ p . ) 2 ]

x s(p~, Pe) t(p~, k) [t(pg, Pe) s(pe, pa)-- t(pj, p.) s(p~, Pa)]
-- ~[s(p./, pg) t(pg, k )-- s(p~, p.)t(pa, k)]
x [t(pj, p~)s(p~, pa)- t(pj, p~)s(p., p~)] t(p., p.~)s(p~, p~)
+ ~[s(p~, p~)t(pe, k ) - s(p~, p.)t(pv, k)]
x [t(p~, py)s(pd, p~)-- t(p~, pa)s(p., p~)]
X t(pj, p~) s(p~, pa)},
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